Color Laser Copier
ATP/A & ATP/B
Transfer Paper for
Non-Fuser Oil Copiers
INSTRUCTIONS FOR IMAGING
Handling: In order to properly accept toners, the transfer material’s surface must be kept receptive.
It is important to remember:

Handling should be kept to a minimum. To avoid fingerprints, handle the material by the edges. Finger marks
may cause the toner to reject. The papers should be kept out of contact with liquids
and materials containing water or oil. Store and use in normal office
environments, (25% - 75% relative humidity).

Fanning: Always fan the material before loading the
copier. This will place air between the sheets, reduce
static and assist feeding.

Printing: Be sure to print in Mirror image.

Refer to copier/printer specifications on paper/media weights
prior to use. It is recommended that this grade material (116gsm)
is pre-tested on the copier to determine it’s compatibility with the
copier at this weight.
On most copiers run the material in heavy 1 mode.

Feed
Direction

Feed: For best results and to minimize the possibility of jams,
whenever possible, feed the material long edge first. Place paper
in the bypass tray with the liner side facing down, coated side up.
Loading/stacking volumes may be limited due to the materials thickness.
It is recommended that this material is ONLY fed from the copiers bypass tray.

IMPORTANT NOTE: On copiers that offer the option to flip the sheet on exit, set the copier to have
the material exit from the copier image side face up. Failure to do this will cause paper to jam

TRANSFERRING

(Washing instructions on back)

Trim away the unprinted paper around the image area. This can be done with scissors or a sharp
blade. Trimming close to the image reduces the amount of background discoloration around the image.
This material is not recommended for use with a household domestic iron.
Preheat the heat press. Temperature may vary depending on equipment used.

For cotton and cotton blends: set the heat press at 3850 - 4000 F (1950 -2050 C).
Set the pressure to medium (50-60 psi).

When transferring to fabric, pre press the item to eliminate creases and wrinkles.

Place transfer on top of fabric with the image side down. Press on the medium setting for 25-30 seconds.
(Time may vary depending upon equipment and substrate to be transferred to).

Immediately peel the release liner away after transferring while still hot. (Warning the surface will be HOT).

To obtain a smoother and glossier image, press again using silicon paper. Wax paper will not work.
The silicon paper is intended to be used multiple times. Silicon sheets are available to be purchased seperately.

Copy and hand to customers

Washing and Drying Instructions

To optimize the life of the transferred image follow these simple instructions:
Wash in cold or warm water (40 ).
Use regular detergents only (No bleach or bleach additives).
Turn item inside out before washing.
Hang dry or use warm air dry cycle.
0

After washing the transferred image may look faded. You can re-activate the colors by simply
ironing the image. To protect the image during ironing, turn the shirt inside out and iron from
the back. Alternatively use a clean silicon paper or a pillowcase over the image.
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